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INTRODUCTION ? 'ca , 

' 1 

.* 
.The esigns‘described here, for a wood-work lathe, a pistongpump and a 

slow unning (sailwing) windmill 'have an intermediate technological " 
char ter. ' . .' . . 
That is to say our-.aim'has been to make ddesigns which can be entirely 

0 cons rutted from materials"which are available everywhere, e.g. logs,' 
rugged sawn wood-and pipping.. 9 _ 
Connections have been 'made using wood screws (sometimes telephone pole 'i 
bolts) and pieces of threade&bar (commercially obtainable in lengths 
of 1 m; M8, Ml0 etc.). 

-1 When these materials are no available, use can be#made of morti& joints, 
possibly in combination with glued'amope-tied joints, 
However, the latter type makes higher demands on both the tools available 
and the skill of the constructors. 
Weyly used manual tools,+(e.g. chisels, handsaws, handdrills, hammers 
'etc.) to assemble the prototypes of the equipment, . , 
We have tried to describe our experience as equipment builders as clear- ' 
ly and systematically as possible.. 
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i. THE WOOD-WORK LATHE 

Since the piston-pump'needs circular parts (valve and piston body) we 
dedided to build a lathe for wood-worR. The lathe is made 1" 

wooil left over from previous projects, mainly, Connections 
Sycrews; nails: lengths of threaded bars'and bicylce parts. 
easy‘to use and is turned by foot,treadle. , 

1.1'. Assembly. . 

Figure 1.1. shows the assembly of the lathe. 
parallel beams which.form the support For the tool,rest 
stock, both of which can be fixed to the horizontal beams'wi 
clamps. 
The headstock consists of two upright pieces of timber, 
as a post. 
A ball-head, saw-n from a bicycle frame, 
ends of the;headstock, using a loop of wire or a bracket of 
thus forming aLrevolving headstock spindle.* r 

tal strip, 

As-the legs of the fork have been sawn off the ball-head, a 
cu,l,ar dhisc can be screwed onto the tog 
This disc is c 
fits into the tire tube of the 
Teeth ar!e'file 

1 

_ 

The wooden disc should preferably 
of layered wood. 

not turned between the centres (disc shaped objects)', and tb act as a 
fly-wheel.' I ,+ 
Since the lathe is driven by a pedalycrank mechanism, the disc is'es-* 
sential and should be as large as possible. i 
The assembly of the too&,rest and‘the tailstock with‘theiri locking de- 
vices may be seen from the drawings: i. < I 

1,. 2. Transmission , 
t/- 

._ 

. . . 

I 
I i 

‘. ’ 

A bicycle wheel fixed to a crank is driven by means of a,bicycle foot I 
pedal placed on the long'axis of the frame. The drive is/transmitted 
by a flat belt (cut from the profiled surface of a bicycjle tire) to a 
wooden disc that is coupled to the spindle. A transmissi!on ratio of 
1 -:.4 has proved to be the most satisfactory, ‘h ; 

It is advisable that the wooden pulley has a spherical shape to pr&vent 
the belt from slipping off it. / ' . , 
There are several ways of attaching a crank to the bicy/cle wheel. In 
fig. 1.1. thi has been done by clamping two,pieces of 'timber in one'line ' 

h between the rim and,on either side of the hub. These tdo pieces of wood : 
balance each.other. I 
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Fig.‘l.l Simple woodworklathe 
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The handle should be' about 6 cm 
using one's own judgment. 

1.3. Operating the lathe 

i 
I 

lonb, bu; experiments can be carried out 

. 

z 

We distinguish between'two kinds of pieces to'be turned: long thin ones 
and disc-shaped ones. The former ,are fixed between the fly-wheel and the 

- ' tailstock. It is advisable to make a centre point, in the form of a small < ' . c 

conical hole of a few millimetres deep, at the end of the workpiece be- 
fore-fixingOit; 

, ,,This may be done using a nail punch or similar instrument. The#pointed 
'handle of a file is another alternative. z 1; '! 

/ 

Then'?he front of the workpiece is placed against the serrated driven * 41 
it ,centre point and hammered into it with several firm hammer-blows against -L. the rear end. . 

The tailstock is then screwed on and fixed with slight pressure against D 

the workpiece. A disc-shaped workpiece is centred as accurately as pos- 
sible on the large wooden fly-wheel and then firmly screwed to it. 
The tool rest is-placed as near as possible to the surface.tzo be turned 
so that the cutter-bears as.far as possible on the tool rest and not on 
the hands. 0 

+ - 
Since the lathe operator stands on one leg to operate the lathe, he must ; 

to lean on the tool rest and still be able to handle the + 0 
., . (fig. 1.4.,) 

t 
. 

. 

Fig..1.4 
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./;t i% clear that the operator needs a steady hand; it is also a question -' * 
' of "practice makes perfect". 

It is poss'ble ,that none of the more Qrofessional-cutting tools will be 
available. k .simplkrand adequate tool can be made'from an (old, -blunt) 
file; preferably one with a square cross section, -. 

' The file is skarpened with the aid of a' grinding stone, as shown in fig. . ' 
1'.5. 

y- - 
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d a 
Fig. I,5 
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If the cutter starts to"'bite" or jumb during turning, it mu&&be held 
at a's\lant, that is with the handle raised. 
has a s&aping character. 

The cutting process then: 
. . 

. , 

In this way.ve'ry smooth workpieces can be pbtained,which can be finished 
D 1 or smoothed to size with sandpaper, if necessary. 

In general, smoother surface2 are obtained on harder and short grained 
-'timber. P d, - 

-Ye However, 
: '. 

the final result is largely dependent on ,the skill-a+nd experienoe, _ *;" - 
of the lathe operator. 
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de houtdraaibank 

the lathe 

de hoofdspil en het vliegwiel 

the spindle and flywheel , 
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de leunspaan en de losse kop 

support, bed and centerhead 
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2. THE TUBEWELL AND THE PUMP .. 0 ' 2e ' ./ , * ' $ 'a( 
-,. . _ . 

1 i ,,r L -*. 

To obtain the most eff'lcie 
-the windmill is cons:rpcte 

couVEling 9f the win&niFll and the piston-vrnp =,' 
bove the:well.' 

z 
directly r, .?. . * 

I In this way the pump;can be connkcte 7 direct to the mill. When a$iiston-. 
pump is.used the revolving motion of the millshaft h&s to be transposed 
in a reciprocating mqeemenf of whi,ch the stroke c$an be ahjusted. The re- 
ciprocal motion of the ver\tical pistoqrod is' then tran&mitted.direct to I . 

7 the plunger of the-pump. \ - 
The water is pumped but through &he pump outlet into a gutter which leads 
to a storage tank. 'I 1 ' L 

c Since the mill 100 1 per minute with'the 
,.: ;j7-.pump used, 

&an pump-an amount,of approx; 
we had to‘return the puqlsed.water to the tubewell by way of \ 

a backflow pipe from the storage ,tink. .% 
This type of a mill will be built above a well or undeq'round river,.but 
as already remarked these did not exist1 on our site. -t 

I I> 
.2.1. Making the borehole 

. 

The bore hole should be approx. 4,5 m deep with a diameter of approx. 
200 mm. Drilling to the water table is’ done with a simple disk drill, 
specially,made for this purpose. A co+ncentric hole is mad? in a:c+rcular 
disk, which is then sawn open--and bent as shown in fig. 2.;1. L. I* . 

- L j 

i 

. v 

! 

Fig. 2.1 

drillrod . 

center a _ 
- # 

sharp edge ’ 

, ,. 

The disk is welded or riveted to a pipe, which can.be lengthened with 
connecting pieces if necessary. 
A sharpe edge is filed onto the cutting side of the‘disk (fig. 2.1,). 
It is advisable to guide the bore rod by means of a tripod so the hole 
is drilled a's vertically as possible. 

, In order <to rotate the drill rod a cross rod (lever) can be fixed to 
the drill rod by a clamp. 0- , 



.b ’ Two persons: one on each side, can operate the drill, while from time to ' 
time they ,have to pull the drill in or,der to remove the soil (fig. 2.2.) 

I " * Thfiwill have to be done after a 15 or 20 cm progress of the drill. 
s 

<': . * 

Fig. 2.2 .- 

A 

’ 

Even in harder soil this type of drilling is suitable down to the grouid 
water table-. Once water-logged soil is reached, the walls of the hole 
will collapse, causing widening. \ n 
The drill also sti<ks and gets off-center. Therefore this drill canriot 

'.be used below the groundwater table. Usual a support pipe is put into . 
the hole. The lower part of this pipe is..perforated.. 

.' 

The perfor.ation can be maqe'by drilling holes in the pipe (lower part) r' 

or sawing cuts in the pipe or by using existing drain pipes. The last .I D 
is the best. 
$s asbestos concrete pipe was available for the support of the pipe, , 
there Qas a prefer&e for drilling holes, (5 mm) over a length of 1;5 m D 
to achieve the perforation. 
In order to prevent filling.with s‘and, the Qipe waslplaced in the hole 

^. ,. 

and the outside‘packed.with fine,gravel. . ' 

' By drilling core out of the 'pipe until the gravel appeared, the pipe . 
&uid be r~aimm~~down, thus the gravel,went down together with the per- 
forated section of the pipe. Drilling the core out of the pipe-can.be , 
done by a pulsing ram, which consists of a pipe in which a,butterfly 
valve‘is mounted; -this is the so called pulsing ram (fig. 2.3.). : f. +J 
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de schljfboor 

the disk-r!, i’; 

: de pulsboor 

the auger 

het gebruik van de puls 

auger in operating 

de zuiger 

the piston 
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pulsing ram (auger) 
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. . Fig. 2.3 

T'he valve is an Oval shaped piece of leather partly reinforced by half , 
7 r; steel discs (2 mm steel) .' 1 0 
I These pieces are rivetted on the leather. The butterfly valve itself is 

mounted with wooden screws (or nails) on a piece of hard wood with a 
3 sharp edge. l 

I 

I ' 
The valve is mounted, rci'amp fitting) in the pipe and secured with screws. 
The pulsing ram will have to fit in the support pipe with a'few centi- 
meter space, 

IL 
and is moved up and down on the bottom of the hole, by means 

of a drive rod. .I' C' r 
The pulsing ram is taken out of 'the hole to be emptied.from time to time., 
By making a pivot between the hfilsing 'ram and the dri;e rod, the ram can 

. . 

be easily emptied. 
. 

When the gravel also lea@zs the hole, this-means that 
the*hole under the support pipe is large enough to lower the entire sup- 
port pipe &&uding the gravel packing. ' 

7 c 1 Y 
* I 

The trip& can be used as guiding to ram the support pipe every time 
appr - 10 cm. After this the action with the pulsing ram can be repeated. _ 
In case the‘-support pipe has to be lengthened it is better not to use a' 
pipe socket because this makes it difficult to supply new gravel'around 
the support Pipe. 2 
To be sure the extended pipe is well centered it is advisable to place I 
a mechanism with.selfVguidance. (fig. 2.4.). 
In this-way it will not obstruct the gravel from gc$ng down with the 
pipes and the pipes will remain we.Jl centkred. 

. 
When the hole is deep enough the bohtom is extra dr .i 
gravei.- 

v 

lled and covered with 



\ 
extension pipe 

Fig. 2.4 . 1 

2.2. - The piston-pump * 

The complete piston-pump consists of a,-5 m loxig*pipe -(in oyr case made 
of plastic) with an inner diameter of 125 mm. 

‘.I I 

(The foot valve is-located at 40 cm above the lower end. \ 
The piston which is directly driven by the mill moves just above the foot 
'valve. The lower end of-the pipe has a coarse perforation and rests on 1 . . * 
the gravel (fig. 2.5.). The lower end of the pipe is stopped with a ' , '$v 
wooden disc or a plastic cover, , fastened around the-pipe with iron wire.. 

, 

Q 

.I 
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. 
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Fig. 2.5 
._ 

perforated) 
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The pump cylinder- is centered with three wooden keys, where it comes out 
of the support pipe (= drainage pipe) ; 
The pump cylinder rises about one meter above the surface and is cut off 
at an angle. This is done-to discharge the pumped water in the dksired 
direction and to facilitate mounting oftthe gutter and of the piston. 
The gutter itself slopes slightly towards the storage tank and is"founded "" 
with two beams driven into the soil as shown in fig., 2.6. 

. 

. 

Fig. 2.6 

2.3. The foot valve and the piston 
. 

II As'mentioned before these parts should be exactly circular shaped. For= 
that purpose a special foot' driven, wood-work lathe has been constructed. 

"Because the piston acts not only as a plunger but also as a valve, the 
foot valve and the piston are manufactured more or less in the same way. 
The_-essential difference between the two is that.the specific dimensions 
a& derived from different diameters (D and D'). A gr'ove must be turned : 
around the pis-on to secure the leather sealing. 7 I ,f a , 

. 

i 

I 

The piston and the foot valve are made of wood; since in practice the /' 
dimensions appear to be large, it is necessary to compose these pa?& of 
rnpe than one piece of wood, as shown in fig. 2.7. 

The.,splitting in halves of the piston allows connection of the parts with 
the aid of a bolt/nut joint around the lower end of the wooden piston rod. 
The latter is planed in a round shape. 1 
The bolt head %nd nut' can be sunk down into the two diametric holes of 
the piston. 

. 
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Fkton- and value dihqnsions: 

(usrny a G hole pet formance apply 
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the raTlO’S placed between brackets) 
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Valve: diameter D is the pumpcylinder- 

diameter * 

Piston: Measurements expressed T D., 

dlaheter of the wooden piston body. 

Pumpcylinder diam. = D f 26 + 5 mm 

b = thickness of leathersealing 

;’ 

;- 
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Fig. 2.7 .,. 
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The leather sealing has to fit very the circumference 
of the disc before installation. The ends of the leather sealing should 
overlap about 5 mm and be bevelled with a file or sand paper. 
The leather is put into water to make it more pliant and soft. . 
The sealing is finally rolled onto the piston and roped in the groove 
with iron wire. t 

The halves of the foot valve are by preference glued together to facili- 
tate futher preparation. 

‘e 

After the leather valve is mounted on the disc with a bolt or a pin, the 
whole:‘ is put into the lower end of the pump cylinder with a clamp fit- 
ting. 
Although wood will swell in water it is recommended to fasten the valve 
in the pump cylinder with screws. 
Now the pump cylinder is ready to be mounted as mentioned in section 2.2. "' 

I 

B 
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pistonrod - pen 

seaiinq (leather) 

pen OI- bolt 

valve (leather 

Mount the valve body in dry condition! 

simple pistonpump 
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I 3. THE WINDMILL 

The win&ill is built above the center of the bore hole and drives'the 
plunger directly by means of a vertical wooden rod. 
The rotary movement of the windmill-shaft is converted into'the required 
reciprocating motion by means of-an adjustable crank. 

The windwheel (rotor) consists of eight poles to which tri-angular sails 
are attached. . 

c tihen the mill is out of use, the sails are simply wrapped around the ro- 
tor poles. 
In order to be able to do this in a safe manner; a belt-brake is used 
which can keep the mill-shaft blo6ked in any position. 

4 

From the lower platform one person is able to operate the'belt-brake and 
wrap or unroll the sails. . 
Tl-?e second platform is sit2ated at the top of the tower, from which most 
of the essential moving parts c& be lubricated and inspected. 

I The wind vane, for keeping the mill into'the wind, is fixed on the exl 
tending end of the mill head. @ 1 I 

The centre of the .milllshaft is situated'about 7 m above ground level, 
the rotor,blades being six metres ih diameter. I * . 

3.1. Constructing the tower 
, ..,- . I :, . 

,The tower is assembled comp4etely on the ground, impregnated with tar 
destillateT.and erected above the centre of the well. 
The lowerends of',the legs are placed in the pre-dug-holes with found- - 
ation. After the position of the tower with regard to the well-hole has ' : 
been checked with a pliunb-bob and a,,wa&r level, the legs are provided -.> 

3 with impregnated br$ces an% covered with mud. 
7 '/For the construct!i>on of:the,tiuwer four pine poles are used, approxi- ,: 

'mate-l? 7 metres long and varying in diameter from about 8 to 15 < 
Also needed are 12 semi-round logs, each approximately 3 m long and 

,4 heavy wooden,boards for the platform, a steel pipe,.having 
-/ ' a 

\ 

an external diameter of 150 mm, a'wall-thickness of 4 mm an-d a length 
of approximately 2-m. I 
Wood-screws (S") and threaded studs (MlO)- are used for most of the con- 
struction parts. 
After the poles have been cut to "qua1 length, P firstly the two towe 

6 
L 

halves are assembled on a flat area (fig. 3.1.) : 
Then, the two halves are placed on top,of each other, the ld-:er end is 

I 
provided with temporary diagonals and both sides&are completed,: 

, The four tog-ends of the poles, thus far being held together by roping, 
are disconnected and the steel pipe is mounted as shown in fig. 3.2. 
The ends of the poles, two by two, are pulled towards each other by 

i . <: threaded studs (MlO) and nuts. 
It is important to'insert a couple of large washers, hreferably slightly 
bent; between the nuts and the logs. Also, a small bearing surface should 

L be rasped or planed on the inner side of the poles to prevent crushing 
or splitting of the wood when firmly clamping the pipe. 

,- 

Y 
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. 
fixing.the towerpipe 

> temporary diagonals 

Fig. 3.1 
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Fig. 3.2 
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A circular or octagonal'wooden supporting disc (assembled from nayled 
*and crossed boards) is mounted on top of the poles by means of 4 screw-o 
bolts with countersink heads. This disc will carry-the entire head of 
the windmill. When still in a horizontal position two platforms are fixed 
to the tower. 
It is recommended to mount all boards of the lower platform carefully in 
one plane and also to countersink the heads of.all mounting screws 
(fig. 3.3.). These measures are a'bsolutely necessary to prevent unpleasant 

i stumbling on the plat@orm. 

Fig. 3.3 

. 
. 

platform 

i 

'To be able to reach this platform sgfely, a ladder is later placed on the ' 
' * inner side of the tower. - 

The second platform (at the upper end of the tower) only consists of 
two planks. This has been done in.order to be able to climb'safely onto ' 
this.platform by meansof t.?e‘steps attache d to the tower-legs (fig. 3.4.). 

The lowest steps'may serve as a handrail-fob the lower platform. 
d 

3.2. 

/ 
.- -2’ 

.The foundation, the ere&ion of the tower-and the alignment 

Fpur holes (60 cm-x -60 cm x 90 cm'deep) for the legs of the tower, are 
dug around the ex?sting or newly drsilled well. ! . 
Then, each h&e is provided with al/floor of stones on which &e tower 

.I 

legs will rest, and,if necessary cavil--.+e shifted.a little. 
The'top of the floors are ievelled, in order to make sure they are in 
one horizontal plane: This is checked with the aid of an accessory spec- 

" ially made for this purpose and of'a water level (fig. 3.5.). t. 
Toi erect the tower, the following prbcedure is suggested. 
3 to 4 persons push up the top of the tower with the help of a Sadder. L 

Two more persons support the tower with wooden beams, each time the ' ' " + 
'ladder is removed from the top of the tower, to push it up again with a 
higher step of the ladder. 4 

To-prevent the pushing stepof the ladder to slide away along the pipe 
in the tower, this pushing step is roped to some part of the tower. 

.A ! 

\ 

Wheri'the tower is pushed up as far as possible with the ladder, a long 
c , drag line is attached around the pipe. Three or more persons now p'ull 
9 the dragaine, while at-least three persons contjlnue to push with the q 

* \ ladder. ' 





To prevent-the tower from overshooting, tW0 persons keep Control with-a 
second dragline on the opposite side of the first. , 
Fig. 3.6. illustrates this action. 
A water level is used to check whether the pipe in the tower is in an 
esact vertical position. 
Corrections can be made by placing keel blocks of wood under the legs. 
With a plumb-bob the correct position of the centre the pipe over the 
centre of the well is checked. 
After the alignment the legs are provided with braces (fig. 3.7.) an'd im- _' 
pregnated with tar. 2 ,/ 

, 
Fig. 3.7 

4 /” . 
Then the holes qe filled with a mix water. The temporary 
diagonals in the lower part of &he& r eripvy?;~. .d*-* 
Now, the tower can be 'completed. Firs add'!'"~ $ is piaced on 
the inner side of,the tower, to be able to reach the first platform 
safely. - 
The lower end of the ladder is dug into the ground: 
While,the legs' of the ladder reach first up to the first platform and 
are firmly nailed to it. f- 
If the ladder is seif-made we preferably start from knot-fre'e"legs, ap- 
proximately 4 m long. 
The steps (roughly cut laths) aye partly sunk down into the legs and I 
nailed into place. *- . 
For easy climbing the tread of the steps should be about 30 to 35 cm and 
the ladder should be at least 35 cm wide. (mind the.available space be- 
tween the inner edge of the platform and the pump shaft). 

3.:3. The head construction 

. Figure 3.7a shows the cons'truction-drawing of the frame with dimensions 
of the whole head const.ruction including the tail-vane. 
Figure 3.6. shows a blown-up view of all parts of the head. 
The wooden parts are, like those of the tower, nearly all connected to 
each ot!her by means of wood screws, 

.. 
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Tightening-constructions, like those c&L-the crank-blocks and the bearing- 
blocks'arc effectuated by medns of threaded studs (MI2). 
The frame consists of a number of vertical timber beams connected by ho- 

\, rizontal and slanting beams. l 
In .this way a lattice construction is&made, which is very rigid. 
The two,,tzriangular extension parts keep the vane clamped and in this way 
a light and strong tail is realised. 1 

d I The tigo vertical beams.at the rear together with the horizontal beams 
c;. 

are placed aropnd the tube which is part of the tower. 
Because of the swelling of the wood, sphering and hollowing, the tube 
is given a marg2n of about 5 mm when the wood is qry. , 
The effect of the sphering and hollowing of the vertical beams can be 
compensated as shown in fig- 3.9. 

\ \ R 

F 
wet (exaggeration) 

Fig. 3.9 

On the ends of the two vertical beams at the front side the bearing- 
blocks are fixed by means of threaded studs Ml2. I (. 

Fig. 3.10. shows the anchorage of the thread-ends in the beams. .i * 

n Fig. 3.10 
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3.4 The moving parts / 
-;. "' , 

The bearing-blocks consist of two parts and should be made of hard tim- 
ber. 
In ol-der to ,be sure that the two parts fit tdgether well, the holes 
should be bored 'while the upper and lower part are clamped together 
tightly. 
A little hole in the upper part of the bearing-block makes it fiossible 
to oil or grease the bearings. 
The crank also consists of two parts. 
Both parts are clamped together tightly and after that the holes are 

0 bored as shown in fig. 3.11. 

Fig. 3.11 

After drilling of the holes, a thin layer is planed off from the inside 
of the two parts..‘ 

c This is done to-make theeclamping of the mill-shaft and crank pin pas- 
, sible. 

The construction of the crank in thisway makes it possible to adjust 
the length of the piston-stroke in a simple way. 
The length of the connecting rod is chosen in such a way that it just 
does not touch the rim of the tower-tube when the.:crank is in its ho- ar 

rizontal ul,tim$te position:In order to achieve this, it is recommended 
to make the connecting rod as slender as possible. : . 
This means that the ends af the connecting rod should be thickened, which \ 

can be done as shown in fig. 3.12. ?a 
.$-. 1 .: 

i 

‘1 

Fig. 3.12 
*. 

- . 



The upper end of the rod should preferably J3c m&c c$ h+rd wood. 
The crank-pin has to be ‘ible t-o turn in ie'with a p<ay-;;‘f about 1 mm. _ 
For the supply of oil or gl-case, a little ho'ie is 6orcd again and prefer- 
dbly ln such a wdy that the supply comes.out under the pin (fig. 3.13.). 

. . 

. 

Fig. 3.13 
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hole fyr olllng 

upper end of the 

connectingrod 

The cross-pin is clamped in the lower end of the connecting rod. 
The latter makes a swinging motion in theeross-head. 

Fig. 3.14 
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The holes for oiling o'r gr6Lasing in both shields composing the cross- 
ilead should be bored in'the same way as those in the upper end of the 
c;onnecting rod. 
The shields are planed oblique, to make the cross-head fit,in the tower- 
tube. c 
In case the inside of the tower-tube is rough (for instance because of 
corrosion or the presence of a joint) it is recommended to cover the 
cross-head with wearing-plates as shown. 

Fig. 3.15 

B 

. 

wearingplate 

In general the combination of two wooden treads should be avoided, in as 
far as these treads move continually with regard to each other. 
Tkier&pre washers of sheet-iron or tinned plate are always placed between , ":‘;q- : 
these>L$reads (see fig: 3.8. and 3.15.: between crank-connecting rod and 
block; between shield-connecting rod and shield). ' 
The number of pivot-rings between the brake disc and the bearing-block. 
at the front side should at least be three. 
In this way the wear and tear will take place on the washers and not on 
the wooden parts. 
To make sure that. the washers next to the wooden parts do not move with 
regard to them, they are placed with their hollow side toward the wood. 
The metal treads which move with regard to each other should preferably 

,I have a different metal structure ‘to preveni fretting. 

Fig. 3.16 
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The washer in the middle, could & made of bronze or brass,' while ‘the 
other two could be made of sheet?-iron. ‘, 
of course the bearing property is improved by greasing regularly. 

3.5. Brake construction and control ' 

As mentioned above, the presence of a brake is indispensable for the 
safety of the operator and for.the protection ",f the.mill itself. 
For this type the so called brake belt has been.chosen, working on the 
following principles 

Fig, 3.17 

. 

The brake belt encloses three quarters &!E the brake 
the brake momenq can be very'hibh, depending on the 
rope. Of course, the maximum occurring-brake moment 

disc. Theoretically 
tension of the pull 
must be limited to 

prevent burst of e.g. 
Figure 3%18. 

the Prake belt or its fastening. 
shows how this can be achieved by inserting a pull string 1_ 

in the pull rope. The pul% rope is operated from the first platform by 
means of a handle and a noose shaped control rope. 
The advantage o-f this construction is that du$ing unrolling and rolling 
up of the sails the mill can be stopped in the wind. In this way oper- 
ating by one man is possible and safe. 
At loosening off the brake the brake lever must fall,back under the t 
influence of a.-push or pull spring, so-that the steel brake belt comes 
completely free from the brake disk. It may happen that, by its own 
weigh?, the "brake belt stays tightened to the upper side. This is caused by 
the re&atedly tightenidg and 1oosenTng of the brake belt and of tour 
thiscan be avoided by supporting the brake belt at several places Lr ig. 
,3.19.). A 
Eventually-such a support may consist of a lath, nailed to the head 
construction. .) 

Readjusting the brake after wear and tear of the brake disk can be done 
simply by drilling. several (8 mm) holes at the.end of the brake belt. 
See fig. 3.2Cl. 5 
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Fig. 3.18 
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Fig. 3.20 

.&Tony other things for the purpose of replacement the brake disk is 

clesigned 13 two parts. Both halves are fixed to the mill axis by means 
of two $112 threaded studs, but dne must realise that it is difficult to 
brake the axis directly, therefore it is sensible to apply a tightened 
fastening between the brake disk and the hub of the rotor. Figure 3.21. 

shows a -:ery sound possibility. 

hub 

cross-sectlon 

Fig. 3.21 
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By means of two countersunk screws the bra e,$isk is tightened into. the' I4 
hub beam of the sail support, after that the 'two halves are tightened 

" 

around the axis by means of the two studs. P 
The rotor supp0r.t itself it fixed to the mill by means of a pin (with 
1 minimum diameter of 10 mm) which is driven through rotor support and 
axis at once. 

3.6. The rotor 
. 

It is clear that "measuring and fitting" of the head construction will 
be easier 'to do on the ground.' ' 

;Only when the moving pairts and the brake system function satisfactorily, 
should the frame be erected on the tower which has already been erected. 
The next'stlep is the construction of the rotor support and the sails. 
After finishing this job, the rotor with the rotor shaft can be mounted 
pn the head construction.-See sections 3.7. and 3.8. 

I 

3.6.1. The sail-frame - the rotor SUppOrt 
________-___-___-___-------------- 

Before the eight 3 m long rotor-poles are fastened to the centre-sup- 
porting frame, holes must"be bored ,in the :poles. This for threading 
the sails. 

* 3080 - 

b, 
590 I 550 _ 1 550 I . . * 

c ,==- m 
l . . l HDH . 9-J 

T’ 10 mm holes II 
+ P 

Fig. 3.22. i. 
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4 . . 
The best way is to make one pole first, as illustrated in figure 3.22., 

after which this can be used as a model. P 
Using the model-pole the.holes can be copied on the other poles and \ 
transferred to -the sails, as will be dealt with-later on. ,* 
Fig. 3.23. shows how the poles are mounted on the centre rotor- suppgrt. 
It is advisable to fas&en the ends of the poles to the hub beam with 
ordinary short wood screws, while for the attachment of the supporting , 
frame threaded..studs are used. b 
Washers under the bolt-heads and nuts should be chosen larger' than .I* 
normal, 'in order to avoid bruising. 
The assembly will be easier if the supporting frame together with the 
'brake disc and the rotor shaft are supported horizontally on a table. 
The rotor shaft must. reach out at.least 2.50 m in front of the support- 

: ing frame for guying the rotor poles. This front-shaft is necessary - 
' for reason of rigidity of the rotor itself. 

0 

If such a long shaft is not available then another, less thick, can be '- I. 
used by inserting this smaller pipe into the rotor shaft. The smaller 

. . k 
\ 

\ 
'$, I 

8, .--- -..-.- _-..___ a A‘*-' ._.I.-. _ .~ 
+"k. *!, . . *I. 
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pipe must fit inside the larger axle pipe without rattling. This extension 
p'ipe may be fastened to the rotor shaft using the pin through the hub- 
beam and the rotor shaft, as was dealt with in section 3.5. 
After the rotor poles are mounted on their central supporting frame, 
their guy ropes are tied. 
These guys,are tied in such a way that the sail poles are bent up by 
about 3OO.mm (see figure 3.24.). For.conveniency one rotor pole is 
again chosen as model. 
An extra rope,is used to check that all the poles are bent up the same 
amount. 
This extra rope is fastened to the centre I;bint. f 
The reasons forebending the rotor poles are twofold: 
- I to.leaye enough space for the movement of the sails at the altitude 

' of'the‘platform ' 4s 
to reduce the bending streSs in the rotor Eles near the support- -i 
ing frame at high wind speeds 

I-f rope is used for the guys then a durable-type should be used. 
When the ro:tor is assembled to the head construction, the replacement' 
of the guy-;ropes will be very complicated. For' this reason it is advisable 

& to use actyipe of rope with a long, lifetime. This demand of lifetime is 
also of value for the knotsL / 
It is advisable to m & e double knots at the centre point (figure 
3.25-a). ! ,\ i t,- 

Figures 3.2513 and c shod ho6 the knots in&he last but one hole in _I this pole are to be made. * 

t 

mooringrope _ 

; mooringpoint 

Fig. 3,25 

--.- 
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Enough guy rope must .be left after knotting, to make it possible _ 

. to tie the sails onto the rotor poles. 
As the sails will be rigged between one pole and'the next,‘ the poles 

:must'.form a rigid regular eight sided figure. This is realised by tying 
the,-tips of .the poles to each other with a rope as is shown in figure 
3.26. 
About 20,m rope will be needed for this. This rope must be tied just' 

- so tight that a regular eight sided figure will result. 
Now the sail support frame is ready for rigging the sails. 

c 

\ 

3 

qough rope must be 

ft to lace the sail 

Fig. 3.26 
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3.6.2. The sails * \- 
--------- s-. 

It may be generally stated for sail windmills that half t.e area swept 
by the poles must,be covered by sails: P 
Plasticised canvas (the canvas covers of lorries).is excellent material 
for the 'sails' (strong and weatherproof). 
able then other. " 

If this material is not avail- ; 
,-7\ -4' , 

Suitable material should be chosen. This alternative materia%.should ... 
5,; 

not split easily nor stretch under tension (as plastic sheeting will). 
Fraying of the canvas may be prevented by sewing seams along the edges. 
The'sails are fastened to the poles by lacing with the ends of the 
guying ropes.: 
To -do this, round holes are cut in the sail canvas.on i&C) longest side 
of the triangular sails. = 
To p&vent possible tearing at these .holes they are reinforced with 
sail rings. 
In figure 3.'27.hways of measuring, cutting out.and rigging (fastening) 
the sails to thgrotor poles are shown. 1 . . 
It is very important that the threadrow is &de at the front side of 1 
the profile. 
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The sail is rigged in such a way'that it'p'asses behind-the rotor pole , 
towards the next pole. The flap at the front smooths out the air strekn, 
so allowing a sort of aerodynamic profile. With the aid of the sheet- 
rope fastened at the pole point of the sail, it is possible to "set" 
the sail by putting the loop at the end of the,sheet-rope over the end 
of the following sail pole. The tension in this sheet-rope must be 
such that the distance indicated in figure 3.2?. is about 150 to 200 mm. 
The sail can be brought in the wind by attaching the rope end of the 
-sail to the next pole, leaving a distance of the sail end of approxi- 

pately 15-20 cm to the rope between the poles. See figure 3.27. 
The length of the rope end of the sail may be adjusted by knotting it 
several times if necessary. 

t . ..' 
: ..I, 

Later, experiments with the +length of the rope may be success&l. L 
When all the sails are laced to the pole, the rotor is ready for assem- 
bly on the head construction. 

t. 
3.7. Assembly of the head construction and the rotor 

In section 3.2. we already exp,lained how the tower is erected. We now 
assume that be'dause of the ladder and the 'hand rail, the tower is C 
access'ibl,e without risk. If this is the case thk head construction 6 

and 
?T 

rwards the rotor can be mounted. 

3.7.1. Mounting the head construction .I I 
---_-____-_____-___----------- 

1,; 3 
The elevation of the he,ad construction without"tools and by manual g 
power only is very risky. You,should consider'lthat in the top:.of the 
tower there is h$ardly-$ny space or support for more than one person, - 
whilst the head construction must be lifted over the tower tube and p,ut 
into the right position. . 

i 1 
Do not take any risks and think of the, damage and human suffering thai ., 
can be the result of an accident. Take the effort to install a simple.- ,- 
hoist on to< of the tower to reduce the risk of accidents to a minim*. 
Such a hoist can be made from a ladder which in a vertical,posi$ion '? ~-;,'~ T 
is lashed by a rope to the tower '%it the level of 'the first.and secon&. 
pla~~form,~The bottom rung of the ladder rest on the beams of the lower! <"" " “ 
‘c_lamping device of t e tower tube. 
One of the upper $ ~~ rung can be used q a "pulley" by-leading 'rope, which 
is used for raisi& the head,~over ii. 
Fasten the end of the rope as near to the centre of gravity of the head I : ~ 
as.possible. 
A;feW persons I-LOW push tip the head and keep+it free from the tower - 
while others pull the rope (see fig. 3.28.). * 

.' 

The whole should be raised to such a level that its lower end is well '- 
. above the top of the tube. Two persons standing on the upper platform I 

+.-should-.hold the head in the right posi&ion while it is lowered on the 
pipe. The ladder gives the,persons in the top of'the tower the- same' 

- protection. * 
1 n 

Do not forget to install the pivot ring before mounting the Aead. 
u-- 

I . R 
* * 



Fig. 3.28 
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3.7.2. The mounting.of the rotor c=- ------------------------- 
Actually this mounting is carried out as described before. The rotor _ 
is placed gently at&one side of the tower. 
We recommend to support several poles slightly so that the weight of 
the-rotor will not be supported by 'one or two poles only. 
Remember to put the pivot rings behind the brake disc before hoisting. 
To prevent them from slipping off the shaft while hoisting, they can be 
fastened as shown'in' fig. 3.29. 

Fig. 3.29 

9 
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While tioLstlllq WI: shoulil take care that no (31jys get stuck behind a pldt- 

for-m C'L- ,lny othci proti-udiny part of tile tower. 
As soiin 3s the rotor slldft is resting in the lower beilrings, the upper 
bearincj‘c; shaulci he mounted. See to it tiiat the necessary tools, rings, 
washers ~1x3 nuts are available. 

3.8. Finishing and testing the mill 

The crank, connecting rod, cross and piston rod can now be fitted. 
Do not forget the brake and lubricate the bearings with oil or grease. 
First try to turn the rotor by hand. See to it that no parts are 
touching others, while in motion, e.g. the brake disk the head construc- 
tion, the crank against the frame or the connecting rod against the 
tower tube. 
If everything is working properly, you can let the mill turn under its 
own'*(wind) power by setting out the sails. 
Try the braking system and adjust if necessary by giving the spring 
more or less pre-tension. 
We recommend to let the mill turn for a few hours without pause to let 
the pump carry off the sand which was brought down by the ground-water. 
Stop the mill as few qmes as possible but if necessary as briegJy as 
possibie because otherwise the sand will settle on the foot valve and 
piston. Sand columns of 20 to 30 cm on the piston are no'exception. 
During the test period the mill should be stopped occasionally to find 
the optimum position of the crank-radius suited to the wind speeds 
occurring and any adjustment of the tension in the rope ends of the 
sails. 
Alternatives can be made according to your own insight. 

” 

Tips for the rational use of the mill: 
- Make a f persons fully responsible for the use and maintenance 

of the mill. 
- If braking the mill is necessary, do it gently and not suddenly. 

Each time before putting the mill into opgra-tion all parts should 
be lubricated (oil and grease) first. Stick to'the rule "lubricate h 
often with a littl,e grease rather than seldom tiith a lot". 

- Check all bolted connections periodically. Wood shrinks and there- 
fore the tension in the joints diminishes. 
Try t-o prevent neglect of or Tttack on the wood by applying 

I 

impregnating compounds, 
I 

tar products or paint., 
Due to thy fact that the mill is not automatically s red against 
storm, somebody should always be at hand to reef the ils when 
a storm or very strong wind springs up. 

Practical tips for mounting: 
- Always drill holes for bolted connections. If one of the parts 

is split a connection of timber' is worthless. 
_- Alway. use fair sized washers under the heads of the bolts and 

nuts when joining timber, to prevent dama,ge to the Good. 
T: Lightly plane rough-sav wood and level the edges (beware of 

splinters). . 

i ' 
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Always drill the holes in the two parts,of timber joints 'always tin 
one action. 
The bolts always fit. 4 
Provide a fair,set of (hand) tools. Good tools are half‘the job 
(nothing is more annoying than working with blunt and defective 
tools).' 
Keep peo'ple away. fr,om beneath the mill when work is'carried out 
in it (falling parts or tools) _ By the way, a box nailed,,to the 
tower is very,useful for putting away tools. 
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Name 
I 

Materi& Numb&r 
I' 

'Size (i: mm) and-remarks 
..*1 

Wood-working lathe: ! s . 
/ * 

, 
Frame. '-‘. + wood 2 80 x 80 2'1500 bed :) 

wood II 2 50 x%,60 x 1200.vertical beam 
wood lathes* 25 x 50' 

Tailstock 'I wood 1 50 x 160 x 160 and.lathes*!‘ - 
To01~rest ' ' V wood 1 '.. 50 x i60 x 120 and lathes 
Spindle :, . .' . f$$n bike frame : 
Bicycle wheel 1 - .=! 

Pedal,cran& mechantsm 1 
Disc 6 _ '+* 

g“ \ 
wad 1 ,:-“ built- up with planks d 300 mm' 

Disc * ..- .'rsr 150,mm 
Pedal, '" -. 25x50~1500 ' * 

.Bracket - , s 250 mm 
Sundries' woodscrews, nails, threaded bars and nuts 

Drilling-tool J 
I 

a- _ 

Tr ipool .: . 10; . ) f. ., '* 3 - 
Drill rod .; ,a' 

I -.. wood '3 # 80.x 3 m, roped or connected with threaded bar 
1 . . \ 

Qisc * 
'p+ye - I 
steel '1 . 

@A 35 x,$6 m 
'@. 200,;thick 3 mm, weld or rivet to pipe- .I ', 

'Crosp rod ste'e$ 1. I 
Pu&ng rod "', ,. sted$‘or, 1. 

.;' . PVC 
P, 120 x.$.5 m 

\ 

* / '. .; 
Leather valve ~ leathe'. 1 .., I&ix 200 ~ ! 
Steel plate a. J -' l,\ 

Rivets _ , steel "\ 
1' 120 x 200 f<r strengthened valve 

,-iJ 10 #, 3,.1nn1 for .&strengthened valve . .. 
Rod push wood -, .' 25 x 50, as fong as necessary 
.Sundr,ies. ; I i I' r- 

._ i _, 
; - f ,;: 1 ' wocdscrews, nails, 

' .. : ,.;.. .;'- "' _ 'I ; 

threaded bars and nuts' ' 

The Are;h& j 

. * i L" ' . 
Drainage pipe _' . -*PVC 
Filtek-bed material /' 

-L~tlceC ; wood 
Sundries , ~ . - " 
* r 

, _ 
* ’ 

Piston.' WOOd 
Valve i wood 
$jealing .leather 
Valves *... leather 
Piston rod : - . wood 
Gutfer, * ' .: wood 

'< 

4 150, aslong as nece?sary 
. . # 2. 
25.x 50, instead of the utilisation of sockets 
screws for the assembly of the lattice to the pipe 

: * . i, 
_ 

. . , ' 
. 

- . l&gths a? following: ' Y 

~ diameter h+d 
,350 mm . 

L 
* '3 m , 

i20 mm _. 4,s m 
I. _ 100 mm 6,5 m 

.80 mm 10 m * I 
0 

7 70 .mn . 12,5'm I * 60 mm lf3 ni 'I < 'L 
50 mm 25 m 

1 depends bn head 
-------I- L.._ 

1 !' 
1 depend> on pump diameter of cylinder.' . 

:- 
. 1, 

- 2 'depends on pump diameter or.cylinder - u: _ 
? - *, ,. . , 

1 -' 
25~ x 50, as long as necess&yy 
planks 4 
screws, nail$, etc. 

:- 
. . 'I .', 

q . 

. 
;* 

-. 
1 



Poles log 4 0 100 - 0 150; length s 7 m 
half round 12 5 0 100 ; lcngth.~ 3 m 
logs 

1st Pldtform wood 4 30 x 200 ; .length 'L 2 m 
2nd Platform WOO-d 2 30 x 200 ; length 'XI.6 m 
Ladder wood 1 2 steps: 80 x 80 length x 3 m 

lattice: 25 x 50 (steps) length % 4 m 
Handrail and steps wood lattice: 25 x 50 (steps and handrail) length 'L 6 m 
rower tube steel 1 @ 140 length % 2.5 m 
Sundries screws, nails, threaded bar and nuts 

Head construction: 

Frame: 
------ 
Legs L- wood 
Beams WOOd 

Tail-lattice WOOd 2" 
50 x 160 lE.ngth.-LQ..&-&yjy.- --' - 
25 x 50 length ?r 1.25 q 

Tail canvas 1 
i' 

1.5 x 1.‘5 m; if necessary the sails must be bordered 
Sundries screws, nails, threaded bar and;+& 

< , 3j.X 
The moving parts: i"JC .,. 1. , 

Bearing blocks . . 4 70.x 70 x 200 
Rotor-shaft steel pipe 1 0 50.length z 3.5 m 
Crank WOOfI 2 55 x 110 x.400 

Coryedting rod wood 1 30 x 30 x 600 \ 
Cross head WOOd 2 110 x 3?l x 400 

* 

Wearing plate steel 2 350 x 130; thick 1 a 1.5 mm 
i plate fixed with screws 

Crank pin, tube 1 0 25 x.200 * 
Cross pin 1 * , tube 0 25 x .130( 
Washefs steel 3 0 80 x @ 50 x 2 mm thick 
Washers steel ~ 4 P, 60 x &?? 25 'I, 2 mm thick 
Sundries screw+ threaded bar and nuts 

~ 
Brake: . 

B 
Belt steel 1 1 x 60; length Q 1 m 
Disc ' WOOd 2 60 x 160 _ - , 
Pullspring steel 1 
Lever WOOd 1 bars: 30 x 30 length Q 700 
Sundries screws, threaded bar and nuts L' 

Rotor: 

Hub beam ~' 
Bars 

Sail bar 
Rope. 
Sail 
Pin 
Sundries 

b 'I 
. 

WOCd 1 
'wood 

6? x 160 x 600. 
4 30 x 60 x 600 ri 

wood - * El 40 x 50 leng'th 3.20 m; the end of the bars must be rounded 
@I 6 mm ;,ength s 90 m 

c a-was 9, 12 m2; ‘if necessary the sail must be bordered 
steel 1 0 10 mm; length Q 160 mm 

* screws, threaded bar and nuts, dashers . 

~b _ 

P 
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